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Abstract: Raindrop size distribution (RSD) is a key parameter in the Weather Research and Forecasting
(WRF) model for rainfall estimation, with gamma distribution models commonly used to describe
RSD under WRF microphysical parameterizations. The RSD model sets the shape parameter (µ)
as a constant of gamma distribution in WRF double-moment bulk microphysics schemes. Here,
we propose to improve the gamma RSD model with an adaptive value of µ based on the rainfall
intensity and season, designed using a genetic algorithm (GA) and the linear least-squares method.
The model can be described as a piecewise post-processing function that is constant when rainfall
intensity is <1.5 mm/h and linear otherwise. Our numerical simulation uses the WRF driven by
an ERA-interim dataset with three distinct double-moment bulk microphysical parameterizations,
namely, the Morrison, WDM6, and Thompson aerosol-aware schemes for the period of 2013–2017
over the United Kingdom at a 5 km resolution. Observations were made using a disdrometer and 241
rain gauges, which were used for calibration and validation. The results show that the adaptive-µ
model of the gamma distribution was more accurate than the gamma RSD model with a constant
shape parameter, with the root-mean-square error decreasing by averages of 23.62%, 11.33%, and
22.21% for the Morrison, WDM6, and Thompson aerosol-aware schemes, respectively. This model
improves the accuracy of WRF rainfall simulation by applying adaptive RSD parameterization and
can be integrated into the simulation of WRF double-moment microphysics schemes. The physical
mechanism of the RSD model remains to be determined to improve its performance in WRF bulk
microphysics schemes.

Keywords: Weather Research and Forecasting; raindrop size distribution; adaptive shape parameter
model; gamma distribution; double-moment microphysics schemes

1. Introduction

Raindrop size distribution (RSD) provides fundamental information for characterizing
the microphysical properties of precipitation and is an important factor in determining
the accuracy of rainfall retrieval for radar-based quantitative precipitation estimation and
rainfall simulation of numerical weather prediction systems [1–3]. Moreover, RSD also
plays an important role in calculating rainfall kinetic energy [4], which is a dominant
parameter affecting soil erosion [5,6].

Ground-based disdrometers are a precise tool for measuring RSD, studying rain micro-
physics, and verifying the rainfall retrievals obtained through remote sensing via radar and
satellite or numerical weather forecast models [7]. However, disdrometer measurements
can only represent point information on rainfall characteristics and have a limited ability to
spatially represent larger areas. The numerical Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)
model can provide RSD spectra for each grid in the simulating results to cover a broader
area than that obtained with the disdrometer [8].
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The WRF model, with advanced dynamics, physics, and numerical schemes [9,10],
has been increasingly used in water resource studies and hydrologic modeling [11]. How-
ever, predicting rainfall is extremely challenging for numerical models due to the lack of
physical representation of rainfall generation and the limitation in computation that must
simplify droplet generation as well as the limitation in grid resolution, among others. The
WRF model exhibits relatively poor performance for estimating rainfall because there are
many model biases. The cloud microphysical scheme with various RSD parameterizations
is one of the main factors leading to the uncertainty of WRF rainfall simulation [2,12].
Bulk microphysics parameterization (BMP) schemes, which are standard approaches in
representing cloud processes used in the WRF model [13–16], assume a hydrometeor parti-
cle size distribution function in the form of a gamma distribution with three parameters
(intercept parameter N0, shape parameter µ, and slope parameter λ). The BMP schemes
can be classified into one-, two-, and three-moment schemes based on physical quantities.
Several studies have shown that the two-moment BMP schemes outperformed one-moment
schemes in a convection-scale simulation and supercell storm and performed similarly
to the three-moment schemes with higher computational complexity [13,14,17,18]. Two-
moment schemes apply a specific case of the gamma distribution in which the value of the
shape parameter is set to 0, with a few exceptions (e.g., WDM6 scheme with µ = 1) [14].
Thus, these schemes reduce the gamma RSD model from three parameters to two.

However, Ulbrich [19] found that the three-parameter gamma RSD model can charac-
terize a broader range of raindrop size distributions than two-parameter (e.g., exponential)
distributions while flexibly describing the relative number concentration of large raindrops.
The shape parameter is directly related to the median volume diameter D0 [19,20]. Mil-
brandt and Yau [21] suggested that it may be an improvement over using a fixed value of
µ in two-moment schemes using a monotonically increasing function of the mean-mass
drop diameter, and the shape parameter µ. Yang et al. [2] suggested that a gamma RSD
model with an adaptive value of µ should be developed using the WRF model. Other
studies [22,23] revealed that Dm increases with the rain rate, suggesting that the value of µ
is also related to rainfall intensity. Nevertheless, studies aimed at improving the accuracy
of WRF rainfall simulation from the perspective of investigating an adaptive or dynamic
shape parameter framework of the RSD model in WRF double-moment microphysical
schemes remain limited.

Therefore, we predicted that the gamma RSD model with an adaptive shape parameter
could improve the accuracy of WRF rainfall simulation compared to the model with a fixed
shape parameter of double-moment microphysics parameterizations (MPs). Additionally,
we hypothesized that the shape parameter is related to rainfall intensity and can be used
to construct an adaptive-µ model of gamma distribution for WRF double-moment bulk
schemes [2].

To test this hypothesis, we conducted several long-term experiments and data as-
sessments covering the period from 2013 to 2017. We downscaled five years of ERA-
Interim [24,25] data to 5 km spatial and 1 h temporal resolutions using the WRF model
based on three different double-moment microphysics schemes. Measurements from a
disdrometer in southern England were used to constrain the value of the shape parameter
of the gamma RSD model within a reasonable range, and measurements from 241 rain
gauges with hourly resolution spread across the United Kingdom (UK) were used to evalu-
ate the WRF model rainfall simulation results. Among the rain gauges, 211 were selected
to construct the adaptive-µ model, whereas the others were used to validate the proposed
model against three different error indices. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the study area and data source; Section 3 describes the WRF model configurations,
RSD model, experimental designs, and evaluation indicators; Section 4 presents the results
and validation of the proposed method; and Sections 5 and 6 provide a comprehensive
discussion and conclude the main points of this study, respectively.
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2. Study Area and Data

The study area is in the UK off the northwest coast of Europe within a range of
49◦46′ N–60◦43′ N and 8◦25′ W–3◦35′ E. This region covers approximately 248,532 km2

and comprises mainly lowland terrain with a maximum elevation of 1345 m.
The ERA-Interim datasets from the third generation of the European Centre for

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalysis [26] were used to drive the WRF
model used in the study. ERA-Interim is a significant atmospheric data source covering a
data-rich period from January 1979 to the (near-real-time) present with a spatial resolution
of approximately 80 km and a 3 h time interval [26]. A 2006 release of the Integrated Fore-
casting System (IFS-Cy31r2) was used to support the data assimilation system to produce
the ERA-Interim. The system includes a four-dimensional variational analysis with a 12 h
analysis window. In this study, we selected the ERA-Interim reanalysis dataset since it
has been used extensively in WRF downscaling modeling studies [27,28] and performs
well in rainfall simulation [29–31]. More details on the ERA-Interim dataset can be found
on the ECMWF website at http://apps.ecmwf.int/ (accessed on 20 September 2020). For
our study, five years of ERA-Interim data covering the study area from January 2013 to
December 2017 were downscaled using the WRF model at temporal and spatial resolutions
of 1 h and 5 km, respectively.

The tipping bucket rain gauge data were sourced from the Met Office Integrated Data
Archive System Land and Marine Surface Stations data set (1853–present) [32]. These data
comprise daily, hourly, and sub-hourly rain measurements, including land and marine
surface observations. The bucket size was 0.2 mm, and the tip time was up to 10 s time
resolution [33]. Measurements from 241 rain gauges with 1 h rainfall accumulations
collected from 2013 to 2017 by the UK Met Office weather station network were selected
to evaluate the accuracy of WRF rainfall simulation. Thirty rain gauges were randomly
selected to validate the experimental results. The locations of the rain gauges and validation
points are shown in Figure 1.
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An impact-type Joss–Waldvogel (JW) disdrometer was used to analyze the appropriate
interval of the shape parameter. The disdrometer was sited in southern England at 51◦08′ N,
1◦26′ W (Figure 1) and measured drop sizes in 127 bins from 0.3 to 5.0 mm with a sampling
period and collector area of 10 s and 50 cm2, respectively. The disdrometer data provided by
the British Atmospheric Data Centre cover an extended period from April 2003 to July 2018;
in this study, data covering 2013 to 2017 were used to correspond with the rain gauge data.
There are some uncertainties in the JW disdrometer data; for example, drops larger than
approximately 5.0 mm diameter cannot be distinguished and the effect of vertical air motion
on drop fall speed is neglected [34]. Therefore, raindrops larger than 5.0 mm and drizzle
(rainfall intensity < 0.1 mm/h) recorded by a disdrometer were excluded from analysis in
this study. In addition, to filter out the time variation previously reported [22,35,36], 10 s
data measurements were averaged into 1 min periods.

3. Methodology
3.1. WRF Model Configurations

WRF model version 3.8, an Advanced Research WRF dynamical core, was used to
downscale the ERA-Interim reanalysis data. The doubly nested domain configuration used
in the WRF model was centered at 55◦19′ N, 2◦21′ W and applied at a downscaling ratio of
1:5, a finest grid of 5 km, and a temporal resolution of 1 h. In this study, we selected the
1:5 downscaling ratio rather than the 1:3 ratio, since it provides higher resolution results
than the 1:3 ratio and also results in good performance of the WRF model [37]. Combining
the domain center, domain size, and grid spacing, most areas in the UK can be covered as
shown in Figure 1. A detailed list of the parameters used in this domain configuration is
provided in Table 1. Both domains include 28 vertical pressure levels, with the top-level set
at 50 hPa in each.

Table 1. Configurations of the two nested WRF model domains.

Domain Domain Size (km) Grid Spacing (km) Grid Size Downscaling Ratio

d01 1125 × 1675 25 45 × 67 -
d02 655 × 1230 5 131 × 46 1:5

The simulations were performed using three different bulk double-moment micro-
physical parameterizations, namely, the Morrison [38], WDM6 (WRF double-moment
6-class) [15,39], and aerosol-aware Thompson [40] schemes. The Morrison scheme can pre-
dict the number concentrations of ice, snow, rain, and graupel particles; the WDM6 scheme
can predict the number concentrations of cloud droplets, rain, and cloud condensation
nuclei [15,39]; and the Thompson aerosol-aware scheme can predict the number concentra-
tions of cloud droplets and ice, rain, cloud condensation nuclei, and ice nuclei [40]. For the
cumulus scheme, the Kain–Fritsch scheme [41] is used, whereas the cumulus scheme is not
used in the inner domain because convective rainfall generation is definitely resolved when
the model grid spacing is ≤5 km [37,42]. Other physical parameterizations include the
Mellor–Yamada–Janjić planetary boundary layer scheme [43], RRTM longwave radiation
scheme [44], Dudhia shortwave radiation scheme [45], and Noah land-surface model [46].

3.2. Gamma RSD Model

The normalized gamma distribution is widely used to model RSD spectra because it
facilitates straightforward comparisons of the microphysical characteristics of rainfall, such
as raindrop diameter and number concentration [36,47], which are in the form of:

(D) = Nw f (µ)
(

D
Dm

)µ

exp
[
−(4 + µ)

D
Dm

]
(1)

f (µ) =
6(4 + µ)µ+4

44Γ(µ + 4)
(2)
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where Nw (mm−1 mm−3), µ, and Dm (mm) are the generalized intercept, shape, and
mass-weighted mean diameter parameters defining the RSD spectra N(D); D is the equiv-
alent volume diameter in mm; and Γ(n) is the Euler gamma function. However, a three-
parameter gamma distribution [19,47,48] is used to model RSD spectra in the WRF model,
which is expressed as:

N(D) = N0Dµe−λD, (3)

where N0 and λ are the intercept and slope parameters. In two-moment microphysical
schemes of the WRF model, the intercept and slope parameters are obtained from the
predicted number concentration N, mixing ratio q, and fixed µ as follows [38]:

N0 =
Nλµ+1

Γ(µ + 1)
, (4)

λ =

[
cNΓ(µ + d + 1)

qΓ(µ + 1)

] 1
d
, (5)

where c and d are the coefficients of an assumed power law between mass and diameter
m = cDd [38]. Based on a comparison of Equations (1) and (3), µ in the two formulas
is the same, and the N0 and λ parameters of the three-parameter gamma distribution
can be converted to Dm and Nw parameters of normalized gamma distribution using the
following equations:

Dm =
4 + µ

λ
, (6)

Nw =
N0

(
4+µ

λ

)µ

f (µ)
. (7)

The RSD measured by the JW disdrometer at time instant t (s) can be obtained as
follows [22,36]:

Nm(Di, t) =
ni(t)

A·∆t·Vi·∆Di
, (8)

where m is a measured quantity, Nm(Di, t) is the number of raindrops per unit volume in
channel i at time t

(
mm−1m−3), ni(t) is the number of raindrops counted in channel i at t,

A is the sensor area (m2), ∆Di is the width of channel i (mm), and Vi is the terminal speed
of the raindrops [49] (m/s), which is expressed as:

Vi = 3.78·D0.67
i . (9)

The distribution of Nm(Di, t) was adopted from the normalized gamma distribution
fit N(D) [19,50,51]. µ, Dm, and Nw, can be estimated based on N(Di). The n-order matrix
mn of N(Di) can be calculated by:

mn =
nc

∑
j=1

Dn
i N(Di)∆Di. (10)

µ can be estimated as follows [52]:

µ =
(7− 11γ)−

√
(7− 11γ)2 − 4(γ− 1)(30γ− 12)

2(γ− 1)
. (11)

where γ =
m2

4
m2m6

. Dm is calculated by:

Dm =
m4

m3
, (12)

and Nw can be estimated from:

Nw =
256
6

m5
3

m4
4

. (13)
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The rainfall intensity (mm/h) R in each rainfall step of the WRF or JW disdrometer is
obtained from the RSD as:

R = 6π·10−4
∫ ∞

0
D3V(D)N(D)dD. (14)

3.3. Experimental Designs

We determined whether a gamma RSD model with an adaptive shape parameter
of WRF double-moment microphysical parameterization could improve the accuracy of
WRF rainfall retrieval. An adaptive-µ model of the gamma distribution based on rainfall
intensity was tested over six scenarios comprising three double-moment schemes and two
seasons. To focus on liquid precipitation analyses, hail and snow were excluded from this
study according to temperature, drop size, and ground weather reports.

Figure 2 presents the experimental flowchart of this study. As an initial step, five
years of ERA-Interim data were downscaled by applying the WRF model under different
double-moment schemes, i.e., Morrison, WDM6, and Thompson aerosol-aware MPs, to
obtain long-term WRF simulation results. To simulate the continuous WRF results for
each year, we ran the model monthly with a spin-up time of 12 h [53] for the three MPs
using the configurations described in Section 3.1. This study only used the lowest-level
and inner-domain of the WRF results. The RSDs of different double-moment schemes were
calculated based on the predicted number concentration and mixing ratio variables of the
WRF outputs using Equations (4) and (5).
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Second, we analyzed the characteristics of the WRF RSD simulation results of three
schemes. The Dm − log10Nw relationship and Dm − R relationship of the three schemes
in the WRF model were investigated by comparison of these relationships with the JW
disdrometer in this study. The rainfall characteristics of different seasons are very different,
which is worth studying. Concerning the climatic seasonal characteristics of the UK, we
separated the four seasons into cold (23 September–19 March) and warm seasons (20 March–
22 September) [22]. Based on the five years of disdrometer-observed RSD, the constraint
interval of the shape parameter for different seasons was calculated.

Third, we used the three-parameter RSD model by applying the adaptive-µ method to
improve the performance of WRF rainfall simulation. We modified the shape parameter µ
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in the RSD model to introduce one extra degree of freedom to it to improve its fitness. We
searched for the optimal µ within the constraint interval of rainfall intensities following the
principle of minimizing the WRF rainfall simulation error by comparing observed rainfall
data for different seasons with results produced by three double-moment microphysics
schemes. According to the three-parameter gamma RSD model and Equations (4) and (5),
the N0 and λ parameters are computed based on the shape parameter µ; thus, the N0 and
λ parameters will also be changed by µ. The root-mean-square error (RMSE) in mm was
selected as the objective function of the optimization algorithm, as shown in Equation (15),
and can range from zero to infinity, with a lower value corresponding to a better fit to the
observed data:

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
N

N

∑
i=1

(Ri − Gi)
2, (15)

where Gi and Ri are the rainfall intensity of each rainfall step at time i derived from the rain
gauge rainfall data and the corresponding location of the WRF RSD data, respectively, and
N is the total number of rainfall steps. The genetic algorithm (GA), which is inspired by
natural selection processes involved in biological evolution [54], can solve both constrained
and unconstrained optimization problems and can avoid being trapped at locally optimal
solutions [55]. The main characteristics of GA include coding of the parameter set rather
than the parameters themselves, initiating its search from multiple points rather than a
single point, applying payoff information rather than derivatives, and using probabilistic
transition rules rather than deterministic ones [56]. There are three main genetic operators of
GA, namely, reproduction, crossover, and mutation [56]. The optimization search procedure
in GA is based on the principle of natural selection and natural genetics. We implemented
GA optimization to minimize the value of the RMSE when searching for the optimal µ at
different rainfall intensities. Depending on the relationship between the optimal µ and
rainfall intensity, a linear adaptive-µ model was proposed for each combination of the
season and double-moment scheme.

Finally, we applied the adaptive-µ models to the 30 validation points to test their
reliability and applicability relative to a fixed-µ model. As the adaptive-µ models were
established to improve the precision of WRF rainfall simulation, two other commonly used
model performance evaluation indices, mean bias error (MBE) and standard deviation
(SD) (Equations (16) and (17), respectively), were used in addition to RMSE to validate the
model [37,57]:

MBE =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

(Ri − Gi), (16)

SD =

√√√√ 1
N − 1

N

∑
j=1

(Ri − Gi −MBE)2, (17)

A perfect MBE score of 0 indicates a low overall magnitude of bias in the simulated
data, which is essential in hydrological applications. The SD can be used to measure
random error; a low value indicates a slight variation from the MBE.

4. Results
4.1. WRF RSD Simulation Results of Different Double-Moment MPs

To build a model that produces an optimal gamma distribution shape parameter
reflecting changes in rainfall intensity by season, we ran the WRF model under different
double-moment schemes using long-term ERA-Interim data. The three-dimensional values
of N0 and λ parameters in the gamma RSD model were calculated from the N and q
variables of the lowest level in the WRF simulation outputs based on Equations (4) and (5).
Using Equations (6) and (7), the values of Dm and Nw were then calculated. Figure 3 shows
the map of the average values of Dm and log10Nw and the annual rainfall from 2013 to
2017 under the Morrison scheme. This figure indicates that the spatial distribution trend
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of the average Dm and log10Nw as well as that of annual rainfall in different years was
consistent, although the number varied by year. The value of average Dm presented a trend
of gradual increase from north to south and west to east, whereas the values of log10Nw
and annual rainfall showed a trend of gradual decrease from north to south and from west
to east. These trends indicate that rainfall information can be reflected through the values
of the RSD parameters in the WRF model, such that a smaller average value of Dm or larger
average value of log10Nw indicates higher annual rainfall. The annual average value of
RSD and annual rainfall results of WDM6 and Thompson aerosol-aware schemes displayed
similar patterns; therefore, the analysis does not present these schemes separately.
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The Dm and Nw in the observation were calculated from the raindrop data recorded
by the JW disdrometer. To accurately compare the observed and simulated Dm and Nw, we
extracted the grid (coordinates are 51◦08′ N and 1◦26′ W with a grid size of 5 km × 5 km)
in the WRF simulation that was closest to the JW disdrometer with the same time span.
Figure 4 shows the occurrences of the relationship between Dm and log10Nw of the Morrison,
WDM6, and Thompson aerosol-aware schemes, and the JW disdrometer. The Dm− log10Nw
density scatter plots show a fan shape centered at the Dm between approximately 0.5 mm
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and 1.5 mm. The Dm − log10Nw relation showed a negative correlation, which can be fitted
by a quadratic polynomial function in the form of log10Nw = aD2

m + bDm + c [58]. The fitting
curves between Dm and log10Nw and corresponding R-squared (R2) statistic of different
schemes and the JW disdrometer are also presented in Figure 4. R2 is a metric that measures
the degree of dependence between variables in a regression model with a range of 0 to
1, where a higher value of R2 generally reflects a better fit between the model and data.
Compared to the fitting curve of the JW disdrometer, the fitting coefficients of the WRF
model were quite close to those of the JW disdrometer, with the values of R2 larger than
0.70. Among the three schemes, the fitting curve of Morrison showed the highest degree of
similarity with that of the JW disdrometer. These results demonstrate that the WRF model
can identify relationships between Dm and log10Nw, whereas there are some uncertainties
between different schemes.
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Figure 5 shows the occurrences of the relationship between R and Dm of the Morrison,
WDM6, and Thompson aerosol-aware schemes, and the JW disdrometer. R and Dm showed
a positive correlation, that is, the size of raindrops increased gradually with increasing
rainfall intensity. The R-Dm relationship can be fitted by a power-law function in the form
of Dm = aRb [59,60]. The fitting curves between R and Dm and the corresponding R2 of dif-
ferent schemes and the JW disdrometer are also presented in Figure 5. All double-moment
schemes identified a power-law relationship between R and Dm, whereas the values of
fitting coefficients and R2 of different schemes showed a certain gap. Among the three
schemes, the fitting curve of the Morrison scheme was closest to that of the JW disdrometer,
whereas the R2 value of the Thompson aerosol-aware scheme was relatively small.

4.2. Shape Parameter Constraint Interval

Figure 6 shows the reasonable ranges of the gamma RSD model shape parameter for
warm and cold seasons, respectively, based on the five years of disdrometer data. Given
these wide ranges, the middle 95% values were adopted as constraint intervals (gray-
highlighted regions in the figure) to improve the efficiency of the optimization algorithm.
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The warm season had a wider constraint interval, ranging from 0 to 48, than the cold season,
which ranged from 0 to 39.
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4.3. Empirical Formula of Adaptive Shape Parameter in the WRF RSD Model

We modified the shape parameter µ in the RSD model to bring one extra degree of
freedom to it to improve its fitness. The shape parameter µ is computed based on the
µ–R relationship by adopting the GA method to search for the optimal µ for different
seasons and microphysical schemes. The search goal of GA is to minimize the value of
RMSE between the observed and WRF-simulated rainfall. There are five phases in the
GA search procedure, including initial population, fitness function, selection, crossover,
and mutation. Since extreme rainfall data were insufficient within the study area, the
optimal µ value under a rainfall intensity >9.5 mm/h will not be representative and can
lead to uncertainty for the adaptive-µ model. Therefore, only rainfall with intensities of
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≤9.5 mm/h was considered in this study. Figure 7 shows the 211 rain gauges observed
and the corresponding WRF-simulated rainfalls produced at fixed and optimal values of µ
for the two seasons and three double-moment schemes. For all three schemes, adopting
the optimal µ resulted in a distinct decrease in RMSE relative to the fixed-µ case, although
in each case, this difference was difficult to distinguish when the rainfall intensity was
<1.5 mm/h, indicating that at rainfall intensities <1.5 mm/h, the adaptive-µ model cannot
improve the performance of WRF rainfall simulation. Therefore, the fixed-µ gamma RSD
model is suitable for double-moment microphysics in this low-rainfall-intensity regime. In
other words, µ equaled 0 for the Morrison and Thompson aerosol-aware schemes and µ
equaled 1 for the WDM6 scheme when rainfall intensities were <1.5 mm/h. We restricted
our further investigation of the relationship between optimal µ and rainfall intensity to
intensities > 1.5 mm/h.
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Figure 8 shows the optimal µ of rainfall intensity by scenarios. The optimal value of µ
tended to increase as rainfall intensity increased, with a clear linear relationship between
optimal µ and rainfall intensity for all three schemes. We applied the ordinary least-squares
regression method to select a linear function to relate the rainfall intensity and optimal µ
data points at intensities ≥1.5 mm/h. The R2 statistic for each scheme is also shown in
Figure 8. Overall, the R2 values between rainfall intensity and optimal µ indicate that the
selected linear functions represented reasonable models for fitting the data. Notably, the
values were higher in the cold season than in the warm season for all three double-moment
schemes, suggesting that the linear relationship between rainfall intensity and optimal µ is
more prominent during cold seasons.

Despite good fit, there remain differences among the respective linear empirical
formulas. The constant term of the empirical Morrison scheme formula was higher than
that in the Thompson aerosol-aware scheme, which was higher than that in the WDM6
scheme. In contrast, the independent variable coefficient under the Thompson scheme was
lower than in the others.

The differing results by seasons suggest that the respective adaptive-µ models of
the gamma RSD distribution under WRF double-moment bulk schemes based on rainfall
intensity (mm/h) can be expressed as piecewise functions (equations listed in Table 2). In
addition, as this study excluded rainfall data with R > 9.5 mm/h, we could not confirm
whether the adaptive-µ model proposed in this study is suitable for extreme rainfall over
the study area. This study suggests that the fixed-µ gamma RSD model can be adopted, i.e.,
it is not necessary to adjust the value of WRF-simulated R for extreme rainfall.
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Table 2. Adaptive-µ models of the gamma RSD distribution in the WRF double-moment bulk
microphysical parameterizations of different scenarios.

Schemes Seasons Adaptive-µ Models

Morrison
Warm µ =

{
0, R < 1.5

1.67R + 9.41, 1.5 ≤ R ≤ 9.5
Cold µ =

{
0, R < 1.5

1.67R + 8.92, 1.5 ≤ R ≤ 9.5

WDM6
Warm µ =

{
1, R < 1.5

2.42R− 0.65, 1.5 ≤ R ≤ 9.5
Cold µ =

{
1, R < 1.5

1.36R− 2.25, 1.5 ≤ R ≤ 9.5

Thompson aerosol
Warm µ =

{
0, R < 1.5

1.15R− 5.53, 1.5 ≤ R ≤ 9.5
Cold µ =

{
0, R < 1.5

0.87R− 4.74, 1.5 ≤ R ≤ 9.5

4.4. WRF Rainfall Results of Different Scenarios

We computed the WRF rainfall using the adaptive-µ models of the gamma RSD
distribution. Using the rain gauge rainfall as a benchmark, we calculated the WRF and rain
gauge rainfall difference using the fixed-µ and adaptive-µ RSD models. Figures 9 and 10
show the spatial distribution of the absolute value of the annual rainfall amount difference
between the WRF simulation and rain gauge of different scenarios in 2013 and 2016 (the
results in 2014, 2015, and 2017 are shown in the Figures S1–S3). Values other than the
position of the rain gauge were interpolated via the kriging method [61,62]. Kriging is
an interpolation method stemming from regionalized variable theory for geographical
information systems [61]. Due to the nature of the spatial interpolation process, the extreme
values are typically associated with the rain gauge locations. From these two figures, among
three schemes, the annual rainfall simulated by the Thompson aerosol-aware scheme
was closest to the actual value, whereas the WDM6 results were the least concordant.
Compared with the annual rainfall difference of the fixed-µ RSD model, the map’s color
had a larger area of blue for the adaptive-µ RSD model, particularly for the WDM6 model.
This illustrates that for most sites, the annual rainfall differences in the adaptive-µ RSD
model were smaller than those of the fixed-µ RSD model for different double-moment
schemes. From the perspective of the spatial distribution of the annual rainfall difference,
the adaptive-µ RSD models of Morrison and Thompson aerosol-aware schemes showed
good performance in the eastern and southern regions of the UK, whereas some sites
exhibited relatively poor performance in the northern region of the UK.
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4.5. Validation of the Adaptive-µ Model

Five years of WRF simulation and rain gauge data from 30 validation points were
used to examine the applicability of the adaptive-µ model proposed in Section 3.2 to the
study region. The RMSE, MBE, and SD error indices were used to investigate whether the
adaptive-µ model for the WRF double-moment microphysics schemes could enhance the
accuracy of WRF rainfall retrieval and to quantify any improvements obtained. Figure 11
shows the results of the fixed- and adaptive-µ indices at rainfall intensities higher than
1.5 mm/h for 30 validation points and different schemes. Compared with the results
obtained using the fixed-µ model, all validation points of the Morrison and Thompson
aerosol-aware schemes and 29 validation points of the WDM6 showed smaller RMSE
values, and all rain gauges of the three schemes showed smaller MBE values. In contrast,
only one point of the Morrison and Thompson aerosol-aware schemes and seven rain
gauges of the WDM6 had larger SD values using the adaptive-µ model. These results
demonstrate that the adaptive-µ model had better performance than the fix-µ model in
almost all validation sites.

Tables 3–5 list the values of the fixed- and adaptive-µ indices at rainfall intensities
higher than 1.5 mm/h for each of the three models along with the improvements (IM-
PROV% columns) obtained using adaptive-µ parameters as measured using each index. For
each combination of the warm and cold seasons and application of the Morrison, WDM6,
and Thompson aerosol-aware double-moment schemes, the RMSEs were decreased by
18.46%, 28.77%, 7.27%, 15.38%, 18.18%, and 26.24%, respectively. Similarly, the MBEs
were decreased by 54.12%, 65.67%, 27.68%, 34.51%, 50.88%, and 58.27% for the respective
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combinations. Finally, the SDs were improved by 7.17%, 20.61%, 0.98%, 7.30%, 7.66%, and
19.15% under the respective season and scheme combinations.
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Table 3. Comparison of the fixed- and adaptive-µ model results in terms of RMSE, MBE, and SD
indices for different seasons under the Morrison scheme.

Indices Season Fix-µ Adaptive-µ IMPROV (%)

RMSE (mm/h)
Warm 2.98 2.43 18.46%
Cold 2.12 1.51 28.77%

MBE (mm/h)
Warm 1.70 0.78 54.12%
Cold 1.34 0.46 65.67%

SD (mm/h)
Warm 2.23 2.07 7.17%
Cold 1.31 1.04 20.61%

Table 4. Comparison of the fixed- and adaptive-µ model results in terms of RMSE, MBE, and SD
indices for different seasons under the WDM6 scheme.

Indices Season Fix-µ Adaptive-µ IMPROV (%)

RMSE (mm/h)
Warm 2.89 2.68 7.27%
Cold 2.21 1.87 15.38%

MBE (mm/h)
Warm 1.77 1.28 27.68%
Cold 1.42 0.93 34.51%

SD (mm/h)
Warm 2.05 2.03 0.98%
Cold 1.37 1.27 7.30%

Table 5. Comparison of the fixed- and adaptive-µ model results in terms of RMSE, MBE, and SD
indices for different seasons under the Thompson aerosol-aware scheme.

Indices Season Fix-µ Adaptive-µ IMPROV (%)

RMSE (mm/h)
Warm 2.97 2.43 18.18%
Cold 2.21 1.63 26.24%

MBE (mm/h)
Warm 1.71 0.84 50.88%
Cold 1.39 0.58 58.27%

SD (mm/h)
Warm 2.22 2.05 7.66%
Cold 1.41 1.14 19.15%

These validation results demonstrate that the linear adaptive-µ model can more accu-
rately capture rainfall intensity than the fixed-µ model. Applying the adaptive-µ model
during the cold season results in a more remarkable improvement in the accuracy of the
WRF rainfall simulation results than is achieved by applying this model during the warm
season. The relatively low level of improvement obtained for the WDM6 scheme suggests
that the sensitivity to the adaptive-µ model sensitivity differed for each scheme.

5. Discussion

This study was conducted based on the assumption that double-moment bulk mi-
crophysical parameterizations of the WRF model using a fixed value of the gamma RSD
model shape parameter can be improved. To improve WRF rainfall retrieval, we used an
adaptive-µ model to study the rainfall records covering most of the UK landmass over
five years (2013 to 2017). Under the assumption that the µ-value might vary by rainfall
intensity, the GA method was used to search for optimal values of µ by rainfall intensity
during different seasons and under varying double-moment bulk microphysics. Empirical
formulas relating rainfall intensity to optimal µ were then built using the ordinary least-
squares linear regression method and, based on these, adaptive-µ models of the gamma
distribution were proposed for the respective scenarios. Our experimental results were
used to address the three following primary issues.

The first issue related to whether using an adaptive value of the shape parameter of
the gamma RSD model could improve the performance of WRF rainfall simulation. The
results revealed a significant decline in the RMSE using the optimal µ of different rainfall
intensities rather than the constant value of µ in the gamma RSD model, particularly for
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high rainfall intensity. However, the optimal µ of low rainfall intensity (R < 1.5 mm/h) did
not clearly reduce the WRF-simulated rainfall error, indicating that the fixed-µ gamma RSD
model is suitable when rainfall intensity is low (<1.5 mm/h) for the studied microphysics
schemes. Given that the calculation efficiency could be reduced using the adaptive-µ model
and the performance of WRF rainfall retrieval could not be improved, for low rainfall
intensity, there is no need to determine the relationship between rainfall intensity and the
optimal µ, and fixing the value of the shape parameter to 0 or 1 of the gamma RSD model
is feasible for WRF double-moment microphysics schemes.

The second issue was whether a suitable model can accurately describe the relation-
ship between rainfall intensity and the optimal µ under multiple scenarios. Our results
demonstrate that, at rainfall intensities of ≥1.5 mm/h, a linear function can fit rainfall
intensity to the optimal µ exceedingly well for different seasons and under various double-
moment schemes. However, although there was a robust linear relationship between
rainfall intensity and the optimized µ, the empirical formulas differed by scenario, sug-
gesting that no unified adaptive-µ parameter formulation fits all scenarios (i.e., different
seasons and microphysics schemes) over the specific study area. The empirical formulas
for the Morrison scheme were relatively similar by seasons, whereas those for the other
two schemes differed significantly. Thus, the adaptive-µ empirical formulas proposed in
this study are universally applicable to the microphysics schemes and regions studied.

The third issue was validating the empirical formulas and examining how well the
adaptive-µ model could improve WRF-simulated rainfall accuracy. Our validation results
indicate that the adaptive-µ gamma RSD model outperformed a fixed-µ WRF double-
moment microphysics model in terms of at least three error indices. The results also
indicate that the improvements in WRF rainfall retrieval obtained by applying the adaptive-
µ gamma RSD model differed by scenario.

The proposed model performed better during cold seasons and the various double-
moment schemes assessed had distinct sensitivities to the model, which are reflected in the
fact that the R2 values of the fitted lines produced by the adaptive-µ model were higher in
the warm season than in the cold season. These results may also relate to differences in the
probability distribution of rainfall intensity between seasons. As shown in Figure 12, in the
region studied, the cold season had a higher probability density for low rainfall intensity
(i.e., R < 2.8 mm/h) and a lower probability density for high rainfall intensity than the
warm season. This differentiation by season may enhance the WRF rainfall simulation
accuracy during the cold season when applying the adaptive-µ model.

The RMSEs obtained under the Morrison and Thompson aerosol-aware schemes were
decreased by more than 15% and 25%, respectively, during the cold season, whereas the
respective MBEs were decreased by more than 50% and 55%, and the SDs were decreased
by approximately 7% and close to 20%, respectively. The degree of error reduction under
the WDM6 scheme, however, was much lower. The significant reduction in the error of
WRF rainfall retrieval under the former two schemes using the adaptive-µ model suggests
that the adaptive-µ model can successfully be combined with these schemes.

Because the data from 241 rain gauges used to validate the WRF rainfall simula-
tions produced limited information on rainfall microphysics and RSD, the adaptive-µ
gamma RSD models assessed in this study could only be examined through statistical
error analysis. In contrast, the physical mechanisms underlying the model could not be
explored. Two important data sources for validating numerically simulated WRF precip-
itation microphysics—disdrometer observations and dual-polarization radar reflectivity
data—could be applied to the mechanistic modification of the gamma RSD model of WRF
double-moment microphysics. As disdrometer samplings were already imitated within the
study area, in future studies, dual-polarization radar data will be used to further examine
the adaptive-µ gamma RSD model in terms of additional variables (e.g., median drop
diameter D0, differential reflectivity ZDR, and specific differential phase KDP) related to the
microphysics of RSD.
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6. Conclusions

To construct a model that would produce an optimal gamma distribution shape
parameter reflecting changes in rainfall intensity by season, five years of ERA-Interim data
were downscaled by applying the WRF model under different double-moment schemes;
the results were compared with observations taken at 241 rain gauges and one disdrometer
during the same period. We concluded the following from the analysis results.

1. The spatial characteristics of rainfall can be reflected by the WRF-simulated RSD, with
a smaller average value of Dm or larger average value of log10Nw, associated with
higher annual rainfall. Similar to the RSD results of the JW disdrometer, the three
tested WRF double-moment schemes showed a strong quadratic relationship between
Dm and log10Nw and a clear power-law relationship between R and Dm, although
there were some uncertainties between different schemes.

2. Although the fixed-µ gamma RSD model was suitable when rainfall intensity was
<1.5 mm/h, linear empirical formulas relating rainfall intensity to optimal µ were
successfully built to reflect different scenarios for which the rainfall intensity was
≥1.5 mm/h. Adaptive-µ models of the gamma distribution based on rainfall can be
constructed using a piecewise function, as shown in the following equation:

µ =

{
constant, R < 1.5

aR + b, 1.5 ≤ R ≤ 9.5
, (18)

where R is the rainfall intensity in mm/h, a is the coefficient of the independent
variable, and b is the constant term of the linear function. Adaptive-µ models of the
gamma distribution were constructed to apply the Morrison, WDM6, and Thompson
aerosol-aware double-moment schemes to two seasons (Table 2).

3. The consistency and usability of the adaptive-µ model were also demonstrated by
using three error indices by applying the model to 30 validation points. A higher
degree of error reduction was observed during the cold season, whereas the Morrison
and Thompson aerosol-aware schemes achieved higher degrees of error reduction
overall compared to the WDM6 scheme. The adaptive-µ model showed improved
predictability for the three tested double-moment schemes compared to the fixed-µ
model, indicated by the decreases in RMSE by 23.62%, 11.33%, and 22.21%; decreases
in MBE by 59.90%, 31.10%, and 54.58%; and decreases in SD by 13.89%, 4.14%, and
13.41% for the Morrison, WDM6, and Thompson aerosol-aware schemes, respectively.

Based on the above results, the adaptive-µ model of gamma distribution can be
successfully integrated into WRF double-moment microphysics scheme simulations to
improve the accuracy of WRF rainfall retrieval, particularly during cold seasons and
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when using the Morrison and Thompson aerosol-aware schemes. This method and the
relevant optimal µ-values are appropriate for the study area in the UK and can potentially
be incorporated into the WRF model as part of its simulation process. The adaptive-µ
model was designed to reduce simulated rainfall error in the WRF model by applying the
observed rain gauge data. As we could not explore the physical mechanisms underpinning
the adaptive-µ results in this study, further application of additional data sources (e.g.,
dual-polarization radar data) should be performed to study the RSD model in WRF bulk
microphysics schemes based on additional variables related to precipitation microphysics.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/atmos13010036/s1. Figure S1. The absolute value of the annual
rainfall amount difference between the WRF simulation and rain gauge using fixed-µ and adaptive-µ
RSD models of three double-moment schemes in 2014. Figure S2. The absolute value of the annual
rainfall amount difference between the WRF simulation and rain gauge using fixed-µ and adaptive-µ
RSD models of three double-moment schemes in 2015. Figure S3. The absolute value of the annual
rainfall amount difference between the WRF simulation and rain gauge using fixed-µ and adaptive-µ
RSD models of three double-moment schemes in 2017.
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